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SRI GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL 

CLASS-XI Dec. Test 

PAPER- History 

Time: 2hrs. M.M. - 50 

Section-A 

(Attempt all the questions) 

1One Mark Questions 

Q-1 which 1 of these social orders burdened with heavy taxation ? 

a) Clergy b) Peasantry 

c) Serfs d) Monarch 

Q-2 who had the supreme authority in organization of the church ? 

a) Bishops b) Priests c) Archbishops d) Pope 

Q-3 Cultivators began using heavy ploughs and mould boards 

Q-4 How many colonies Britain had in USA ? 

a) 13 b) 16 c) 23 18 

Q-5 Where was gold found in 1849 in America ? 

a) California b} New Jersey c) Alaska d) Hawai 

Q-6 From 1974 has been official policy in Australia, which gave equal respect to native cultures 

Q-7 were the once who had made the most effort to learn English and to understand the 

American way of life. 

Q-8 Japan consists of More than islands. 

a) 1000 b) 4000 c) 2000 d) 3000 

Q-9 When were Olympic Games hosted in Japan's capital Tokyo ? 

a) 1964 b) 1968 c) 1984 d) 1992 

Q-10 After the Korean war, South Korea received economic assistance from -

Q-11 In December 1992, Kim, a civilian, was elected the president after decades of -

(1x11=11) 

I Three Marks Questions 

Q-12 Write a short note on Roman Catholics 

Or 

Describe the life of the Christian monks in a monastery during the medieval period in Europe. Q-13 What 

do you know about the earliest inhabitants of North America ? From where they came? 

Q-14 what was the 'Gold Rush' ? who led to it? 

Q-15 Describe in brief the physical features of Japan. 

Q-16 What were the problems faced by China in the 19th century ? (3x5-15) 



lI Six Marks Questions 

Q-17 Describe the different classes of European society in the Medieval period 

r 

Explain the reasons for changes in the landscapes of America in the 19th century. What were these 

changes? 

a-18 How did Japan re-emerged as a global economic power after its defeat ? 

Or 

Do you think that Mao Zedong and Communist Party of China were successful in liberating China and 

laying the basis of its current success? 

(6x2-12) 

IV Four Marks Source Based Questions 

A) The Examination system 

Entry to the elite ruling class (about 1.1 million till 1850) had been largely through an examination. This 

required writing an eight-legged essay (Pa-Ku-Wen) in classical Chinese in a prescribed form. The 

examination was held twice every three years, at different levels and of those allowed to sit on Only 1 

-2 per cent passed the first level, usually by the age of 24, to become what was called 'beautiful talent'. 

At any given time before 1850 there were about 526,869 civil and 212,330 military provincial (sheng 

yuan) degree holders in the whole country. Since there were only 27,000 official positions,many lower-

level degree holders did not have jobs. The examination acted as a barrier to the development of science 

and technology as it demanded only literary skills.In 1905, it was abolished as it was based on skills in 

classical Chinese learning that had, it was felt, no relevance for the modern world. 

Q-1 What is the full form of Pa-Ku-Wen ? 

Q-2 How many civil and military provisional degreeholders in the whole country before 1850? Q-3 What 

value it depicts? 

Q-4 What were its deficiency? (4) 

B) It is interesting to note that another writer, Washington Irving,much younger than Wordsworth and 

who had actually met native people, describe them quite differently. 

The Indians I have had an opportunity of seeing in real life are quite different from those described in 

poetry Taciturn they are, it is true, when in company with white men, whose goodwill they do not 

understand ; but the white man Is equally taciturn under like circumstances. When the Indians are 

among themselves, they are great mimics, and entertain themselves excessively at the expense of the 

whites.. who have supposed them impressed with profound respect for their grandeur and dignity.. 

The white men (as I have witnessed) are prone to treat the poor Indians as little better than animals. 

Q-1 Who is mention here as another writer ? 

Q-2Taciturn they are means.. 

Q-3 How did Washington describea native . 

Q-4 The white men treat- as little better than animals. (4) 

V Map 

On the map of Australia mark and locate the following -Tasmania, Darwin, New Zealand, Perth. 
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Imagination, Campaign, Abnormal, Aggressor, Barter, Attorney 

(3x2=6) 



1) Address must be written on this side only 

2) Nowadays, 
Vehicle 

insurance is also necessary 

3) Post office saving Bank is useful scheme for salaried Person 

4) The payment of Insurance can be made by net banking or mobile banking 

(3) 
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Sociology 
Write and learn 
Life history of Indian sociologists 
Write and learn 
Dec.paper also 1:01 pm 
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